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Have your say! 
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AREA OF FOCUS 
 
The Governance, Finance and Planning Committee is responsible for long-term planning, 
setting the strategic direction for the city, agreeing outcomes, priorities, performance 
frameworks and annual budgets.  The Committee is responsible for the long-term plan, 
annual plan, annual report, and quarterly reports.  The Committee also makes sure residents 
are kept informed about what the Council is doing, are able to have their say, and feel 
confident that their views count. 
 
Quorum:  8 members 
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1 Meeting Conduct 

1. 1 Apologies
The Chairperson invites notice from members of apologies, including apologies for lateness 
and early departure from the meeting, where leave of absence has not previously been 
granted. 

1. 2 Conflict of Interest Declarations
Members are reminded of the need to be vigilant to stand aside from decision making when 
a conflict arises between their role as a member and any private or other external interest 
they might have. 

1. 3 Confirmation of Minutes
The minutes of the meeting held on 22 October 2015 will be put to the Governance, Finance 
and Planning Committee for confirmation.  

1. 4 Public Participation
A maximum of 60 minutes is set aside for public participation at the commencement of any 
meeting of the Council or committee that is open to the public.  Under Standing Order 3.23.3 
a written, oral or electronic application to address the meeting setting forth the subject, is 
required to be lodged with the Chief Executive by 12.00 noon of the working day prior to the 
meeting concerned, and subsequently approved by the Chairperson. 

1. 5 Items not on the Agenda
The Chairperson will give notice of items not on the agenda as follows: 

Matters Requiring Urgent Attention as Determined by Resolution of the Governance, 
Finance and Planning Committee. 
1. The reason why the item is not on the agenda; and
2. The reason why discussion of the item cannot be delayed until a subsequent meeting.

Minor Matters relating to the General Business of the Governance, Finance and 
Planning Committee. 
No resolution, decision, or recommendation may be made in respect of the item except to 
refer it to a subsequent meeting of the Governance, Finance and Planning Committee for 
further discussion. 
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 2. General Business 

 

 

2016/17 ANNUAL PLAN - TIMELINES AND ENGAGEMENT 
 
 

Purpose 

1. This paper updates the Governance, Finance and Planning Committee (GFP) on 
progress with the 2016/17 Annual Plan and seeks approval for the proposed timelines 
and the approach to spending proposals, panel hearings and special interest forums.  

Summary 

2. On 22 October 2015 GFP agreed the process for developing the 2016/17 Annual Plan 
and since then work has been undertaken on detailed design for the Annual Plan, 
including the engagement and consultation processes. Timelines and milestones for 
Council and Councillors have also been developed for the Annual Plan. 

3. As part of this work an Annual Plan website is being developed and internal 
stakeholder groups are being met and provided with briefings on the upcoming Annual 
Plan process. The key message at these meetings is that the majority of what will be 
done in 2016/17 has already been agreed in the 2015-25 Long-term Plan (LTP), but 
there is some scope for capacity creation opportunities or new spending proposals to 
be considered. 

4. Any new spending proposals will be assessed against the strategic objectives agreed 
in the LTP.  

5. It is proposed that hearings panels will be established in February to hear from those 
who have put forward proposals. Two panels of five Councillors will be established, 
with a Councillor from each ward as members. 

6. It is proposed to hold virtual ward forums and special interest forums during the formal 
consultation process. Councillors have raised concerns about the effectiveness and 
cost of holding ward forums and they are to be discontinued.  

 

Recommendations 

That the Governance, Finance and Planning Committee: 

1. Receive the information. 

2. Agree the milestones and overall timeline for the development of the 2016/17 Annual 
Plan. 

3. Agree any new spending proposals process will be assessed against the strategic 
objectives agreed in the LTP. 

4. Agree that panel hearings will be established in February to hear from all those who 
have submitted new spending or savings proposals. 

5. Agree that the formal consultation process will include: 

 virtual ward forums, and 

 the following special interest forums: Youth, Pacific, Environment, 
Accessibility/disability, Maori, Education, Business, Technology, Arts and Culture. 
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 Background 

7. Council is statutorily required to develop an Annual Plan each year using a prescribed 
consultation process. Annual Plans give effect to Long-term Plans and any proposed 
variations to the activities and budgets contained in the LTP require explanation and 
justification. These explanations and justifications are to be specified in a consultation 
document which is the basis for consultation with Council’s stakeholders on an Annual 
Plan. 

8. On 22 October 2015 GFP agreed that the process for developing the 2016/17 Annual 
Plan will focus on ensuring the Council’s budgeting and planning processes continue to 
deliver the work programme set in the 2015-25 LTP. In addition, as part of the 
development of the Annual Plan, GFP also indicated that it was willing to consider new 
spending proposals for 2016/17.  

9. GFP also agreed that the proposed approach to developing the Annual Plan will be 
split into four key phases: 

 Phase 1: Pre-engagement – November to December 2015  

 Phase 2: Development of Consultation Document and draft Annual Plan – 
December 2015 to March 2016 

 Phase 3: Consultation – March to May 2016 

 Phase 4: Adoption and promulgation – June 2016 

10. In addition, it was also agreed by GFP that there will be hearing panels in February 
2016 to help inform the development of the consultation document, and that the formal 
consultation phase will end with oral hearings in May 2016. 

11. Since October 2015 work has been undertaken by officers on pre-engagement and on 
the detailed design of the Annual Plan process, including developing timelines and 
milestones for Council and councillors. Work has also started on the development of 
the budgets and work programmes for inclusion in the draft Annual Plan.  

Discussion 

Project timelines 

12. A detailed project plan for the Annual Plan process has been developed that identifies 
the Council and Council Committee meetings at which key documents in the Annual 
Plan process will be considered and/or approved. A draft Engagement Plan and a 
Communications Strategy has been produced, and discussed with the community 
engagement portfolio leader, Cr Woolf.  

13. The formal consultation period during which the Council is statutorily required to seek 
public input on the proposed changes to the LTP contained in the consultation 
document will run from 29 March to 29 April 2016. During this period it was agreed by 
GFP that there will be virtual ward and special interest forums. Special interest forums 
were part of the LTP process and they targeted specific audiences that either had an 
interest in specific aspects of the LTP, or were key stakeholder groups of the Council. 
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 14. It is currently proposed to hold nine special interest forums with focus on the following 

audiences/sectors: 

 Youth   Education 

 Pacific  Business 

 Environment  Technology 

 Accessibility/disability  Arts and Culture 

 Maori  

15. Attached in Attachment 1 is an overview of the proposed timeline for the Annual Plan 
process, highlighting the areas of involvement by Councillors. It is recommended that 
GFP agree the key dates and the overall timeline for the development of the 2016/17 
Annual Plan. 

Progress to date 

16. A key part of the work to date has been the launch of the LTP website and the 
development of an Annual Plan website as part of this. The LTP website went live in 
mid-November 2015 and it is planned that the Annual Plan website will go live in mid-
December 2015. It will provide users with the ability to suggest new proposals to be 
considered in the panel hearing process and allow them to provide comment on the 
proposed ‘Year Two of the LTP’ projects and activities. 

17. Officers have provided briefings on the upcoming Annual Plan process to each of the 
Council’s four Advisory Groups and will have also met with both Community Boards by 
10 December 2015. Similar meetings with the Council’s mana whenua iwi groups – 
Port Nicholson Block Settlement Trust and Te Runanga o Toa Rangatira Incorporated - 
are currently being organised. The key message for these meetings has been that the 
majority of what’s to be done in 2016/17 has been agreed in the LTP, but there is some 
scope for capacity creation opportunities or new spending proposals to be considered. 

New spending proposals 

18. A key issue for consideration is the scope of the new spending proposal process and 
how the process will work. To facilitate a clear, transparent process: 

 a template will be created for any proposals and this will be made available on 
the Annual Plan website from 15 December 2015; 

 proposals will need to be submitted by 5 February 2016, they will be collated and 
reviewed by officers, and advice will be provided to Councillors; 

 proposals will then be considered during the panel hearings process on 22-24 
February 2016; and 

 proposals will be considered against the strategic objectives agreed in the LTP 
and advice from officers will be provided by 19 February. 

19. Councillors’ proposals will currently be considered by GFP during their deliberations on 
the content of the Annual Plan Consultation Document in early March 2016.  
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 Panel hearing process 

20. The objective of the hearing panel process is for Councillors to hear views on an 
interactive basis and seek early stakeholder feedback and engagement on the LTP. It 
has been agreed that: 

 Two panels would be established each with a rolling Chair and five Councillor 
members (one from each ward); 

 They would be less formal than an oral hearing, but meetings protocols would 
apply; and 

 Hearings could run concurrently. 

Options 

Stakeholder forums 

21. Due to poor turnout in previous years, it has been recommended that ward forums be 
discontinued and replaced by the virtual ward forums (three are planned).  

22. The current list of special interest forums is audience/sector based and includes the 
interest areas of the Council’s four advisory groups, Maori, and four key sectors of 
interest in Wellington: education, technology, arts and culture, and business.  

Panel hearings process 

23. The panel hearings process could hear from those providing new spending proposals 
and feed back to Council. This would be consistent with previous hearings processes, 
and would address the concerns raised about the need for public hearings processes 
to reduce repetition and provide a more effective vehicle for Councillor interaction with 
submitters.  

Treatment of other feedback  

24. Councillors often receive feedback in a number of different forms (eg social media 
contacts). Officers recognise this will occur and advise that this feedback will need to 
be dealt with through official Council channels if it is to be recorded and acknowledged 
as input into the Annual Plan process.  

25. There is a wider issue around the treatment of public input received via social media 
and other ‘informal’ channels, as opposed to via the traditional submission process or 
via the Annual Plan website (with their capability to capture and collate input). This has 
been identified as an issue needing further consideration, particularly the legal aspects. 
The interim approach is to recognise all contributions/feedback received as being input 
into the Annual Plan process. In response to contributors using social media, it will be 
indicated that their input will be collated or summarised along with others of a similar 
nature (ie tweets) and a precis or descriptive statistics of this collective input will be put 
in front of decision-makers, and that a link to this summary information will be made 
available to them. 

26. It is recognised by officers that only a proportion of the community will choose to 
engage in the Annual Plan development process, and this is for a number of reasons. 
Because of this, targeted surveys will be used if required, to allow for an assessment of 
how representative the feedback received is of Wellingtonians’ views. 
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 Next Actions 

27. Following GFP’s consideration of this paper, the next actions for the Annual Plan 
project are: 

 Finalisation of the Engagement Plan and Communications Strategy (to be led by 
Cllr Woolf); 

 Development and launch of the Annual Plan website; 

 Communications activities around the Annual Plan website; and 

 Complete design and logistics of the panel hearings to take place in February. 
 
 

Attachments 
Attachment 1. 2016-17 Annual Plan Councillor Milestones   Page 13 
  
 

Author Neil McInnes, Principal Advisor  
Authoriser John McGrath, Acting Director Strategy and External Relations  
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 SUPPORTING INFORMATION 

 

Consultation and Engagement 

Engagement Plan and Communications Strategy are being developed, led by Cllr Woolf. 
 

Treaty of Waitangi considerations 

Mana whenua iwi groups have been identified needing to be involved in the pre-engagement 

process for the Annual Plan. The Treaty Relations Team is in the process of organising 

meetings with mana whenua and project team members. 

 

Financial implications 

The 2015/16 Annual Plan is year two of the LTP and budgets are set. 

 

Policy and legislative implications 

Ensuring the Annual Plan process complies with the relevant legislative requirements has 

been explicitly considered in the project planning for the Annual Plan. 

 

Risks / legal  

A potential issue around the treatment of input received via social media as opposed to via 

the traditional submission process has been identified as needing further consideration 

before there is any concern about any legal risk. A project risk assessment is planned to be 

completed in the next few weeks. 

 

Climate Change impact and considerations 

Not applicable 

 

Communications Plan 

A draft communications strategy has been developed as part of an Engagement plan 
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 Attachment1 

2016/17 Annual Plan – Councillor milestones 

Deadlines/Deliverables Date 

Council finance workshop held 1 Dec 2015 

Update on AP process to GFP meeting 9 Dec 2015 

Councillor initiatives process opens 15 Dec 2015 

Councillor initiatives process closes 12 Feb 2016 

Advice on Councillor initiatives provided by officers 19 Feb 2016 

First Panel hearing 22 Feb 2016 

Final panel hearing 24 Feb 2016 

Council workshop on proposed initiatives 2 March 2016 

GFP meeting to sign off agreed LTP changes for the Consultation Document 9 March 2016 

GFP and Council sign off consultation document 23 March 2016 

Virtual ward forums completed 7 April 2016 

Special Interest forums completed 18 April 2016 

Update for GFP on issues from engagement process 21 April 2016 

Formal consultation process closes 29 April 6016 

First oral hearing 9 May 2016 

Second oral hearing 13 May 2016 

Advice to GFP on oral hearings 26 May 2016 

First day of GFP deliberations  1 June 2016 

Second day of GFP deliberations 2 June 2016 

Draft Annual Plan amended as per GFP agreements 11 June 2016 

Annual Plan adopted by Council 29 June 2016 

Rates resolution issued 29 June 2016 

Final 2016/17 Annual Plan printed and issued 30 July 2016 
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 KPI REVIEW 

 
 

Purpose 

1. This paper recommends an approach to the Key Performance Indicators Review (KPI 
Review) for approval by the Governance, Finance and Planning Committee (GFP). 

Summary 

2. The review of Council’s key performance indicators (KPIs) is a substantial undertaking 
as there are many different strands of work that need to be delivered, as well as be 
integrated with key corporate change programmes underway, notably the Target 
Operating Model (TOM), Odyssey project and the Shared ICT Infrastructure 
Programme (SIIP). There are also two new legislative requirements that need to be 
factored into any KPI review, particularly the requirement to undertake service reviews. 

3. Both outcome and output measures need to be part of the review and the creation of a 
performance framework is the key first deliverable. For the rest of 2015/16 a range of 
‘must do’ activities will be undertaken and a performance roadmap will be developed 
that identifies the total work programme including identifying timelines and resources. 

 

Recommendations 

That the Governance, Finance and Planning Committee: 

1. Receive the information. 

2. Agree the approach to the Key Performance Indicator (KPI) review. 

3. Agree that the creation of a performance framework is the first task of the KPI review. 

4. Note a draft performance roadmap will be provided for approval early in 2016. 

Background 

4. Scoping work for the KPI review has been undertaken, including a review of the KPIs 
reported in the 2014/15 Annual Report, and the performance measures and outcomes 
indicators in the 2015-25 Long-term Plan (LTP).  

5. The scoping work has also identified a number of key internal change processes that 
have the potential to impact on the KPI review. These work streams are:  

 The Shared ICT Infrastructure Programme (SIIP) will develop common 
infrastructure for five shared ICT services across the participating organisations 
over the next 18 months. This will inevitably involve the development of a service 
level agreement and associated performance measures. 

 The Target Operating Model (TOM) seeks to establish a clear vision for the way 
WCC operates and delivers services, and includes looking for options to digitise 
services. One design principle for TOM is that performance measures and targets 
are to be defined for each Council service. 

 The Odyssey project will lead to a decommissioning of the current Business 
Performance Reporting system and existing KPIs will need to be transferred into 
the new system. This is planned to occur as part of phase 2 of the Odyssey 
project which is to be completed by November 2016. 
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 6. In addition to this, there are two new legislative requirements that need to be factored 

into any review of KPIs: 
 
i. The Chief Executive of the Department of Internal Affairs has issued rules, 

consistent with the 2010 amendments to the Local Government Act 2002, 
specifying the non-financial performance measures for local authorities to use 
when reporting to their communities. These rules were required to be 
incorporated into 2015-25 LTP and are to be reported against in 2015/16 Annual 
Reports; and 

 
ii. As a result of the 2014 amendment to the Local Government Act 2002, local 

authorities are now under an obligation to assess the cost-effectiveness of 
current services, including the costs and benefits of different options for service 
provision1. Local authorities have until 7 August 2017 to complete the first review 
of each of their services. 

7. The scoping work also investigated whether a change in performance measurement 
requirements or focus was likely from Audit New Zealand in the short to medium term. 
The 2015/16 Annual Plan of the Office of the Auditor-General noted that they aim to 
promote integrated reporting in the public sector. They define this as when an 
organisation can communicate its strategy, governance and performance as well as 
show the links between its financial performance and its wider social, environmental 
and economic context. More specifically, Audit NZ’s audit theme for 2016/17 (ie for the 
audits of the 2015/16 annual report) is ‘Information’ and they will look to assess 
whether public entities make the most of the value of the information they hold.  

Discussion 

Scope of the KPI Review 
8. Council’s LTP contains both output performance measures and outcome indicators, 

with the former being what is traditionally referred to as “KPIs” around Council. Both 
types of measures are however necessary to tell an integrated performance story 
about what is achieved (outcomes) from what is produced (outputs). Both should 
therefore be part of the KPI review. 

9. Currently a complete performance framework that links Council’s four long-term ‘Smart 
Capital’ outcomes to its outputs does not exist. A framework like this would identify how 
the activities of each Council staff member contributes to the achievement of outcomes 
and that this is considered to be the basis for driving an integrated performance culture 
across the organisation. This framework would also allow for the identification of the 
costs attributable to the outcomes produced, which is the basis for the measurement of 
cost effectiveness. It is recommended that the creation of the performance framework 
is the first task of the KPI review.  

10. In addition to this: 

 Current KPIs and quarterly reporting do not include performance measures for 
corporate services activities - they are based on activity areas;  

1 Section 17A(1) of the Local Government Act 2002 states “A local authority must review the cost-

effectiveness of current arrangements for meeting the needs of communities within its district or 
region for good-quality local infrastructure, local public services, and performance of regulatory 
functions.” 
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  The performance measures for Council Controlled Organisations are not 

integrated into the existing performance reporting framework and are reported 
separately in the WCC’s annual report; and 

 The contribution that Council makes to the mandatory performance measures 
that other entities in the Wellington region are required to report against (eg 
Wellington Water) needs to be identified and included in Council’s performance 
reporting. 

11. The review of Council’s KPIs is a substantial undertaking as there are many different 
strands of work that need to be delivered to create final outputs that will be useful for 
both performance reporting and operational management across the Council. It is 
anticipated that delivering the full KPI work programme will take at least two year’s 
work by the Policy and Reporting team to develop and integrate the performance 
framework across Council, as it will require input from business units across the 
Council.  

12. The review will also need to be integrated with key corporate change programmes 
underway, notably TOM, Odyssey and SIIP. There are also potential resource 
implications for performance reporting changes that will need to be incorporated into 
the Odyssey project.  

13. It is also proposed that for the rest of 2015/16 the ‘must do’ activities are undertaken 
and a performance roadmap is developed that identifies the total work programme 
including identifying timelines and resources.   

14. The ‘must do’ KPI activities for 2015/16 are considered to be: 

 Review and amend the KPIs that were identified in the 2014/15 Annual report as 
needing improvement and ensure data is able to be collected for those 11 KPIs not 
reported against in the 2014/15 Annual Report; 

 Develop a draft performance framework that identifies the linkages between 
Council’s outputs and outcomes, including scoping an outcome performance 
measurement framework; 

 Develop a forward work programme for service reviews and ensure they are 
integrated with the current direction of TOM;  

 Review the mandatory performance measures being reported by Council and other 
entities in the Wellington region to identify how best they should be reported going 
forward; and 

 Identify the resource implications from the proposed KPI Review and build into the 
2016/17 budget process; 

 Early engagement with Audit NZ’s Information audit theme and what their 
expectations are regarding integrated reporting. 

A draft performance roadmap will be provided for approval by GFP in early 2016.  

 

Next Actions 

15. The next outputs are: 

 A draft performance framework that builds on existing performance measures 
and indicators; 
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  A performance roadmap and associated advice for consideration and approval in 

early 2016;  

 Advice on a forward work programme for service reviews and their integration 
with TOM; and 

 A detailed project plan and internal communications plan. 
 
 

Attachments 
Nil 
 

Author Neil McInnes, Principal Advisor  
Authoriser John McGrath, Acting Director Strategy and External Relations  
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 SUPPORTING INFORMATION 

Consultation and Engagement 

Any changes to KPIs are required to be included in the relevant Annual Plan, but only if they 

reflect a service level change do they need to be formally consulted on.  
 

Treaty of Waitangi considerations 

Not applicable 

 

Financial implications 

No direct financial implications, but an effective and integrated set of KPIs can enable greater 

effectiveness and efficient use of resources. 

 

Policy and legislative implications 

Not applicable 

 

Risks / legal  

There are risks to the Council from non-compliance with the new legislative requirements 

and adverse audit comment about the capture and use of performance management 

information. These can be mitigated by having a clear work program (the proposed roadmap) 

and ensuring the service review process is started early enough to allow its completion. 

 

Climate Change impact and considerations 

Not applicable 

 

Communications Plan 

Depending on decisions made around the performance roadmap, there will be a need for a 

detailed project plan and supporting governance structures. There will also need to be a 

supporting internal communications plan developed to ensure the scope and objectives of 

any work is widely understood.  
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 ELECTED MEMBERS REPORT BACK ON OVERSEAS VISITS 

Purpose 
1. This paper provides a report back to the Governance, Finance and Planning

Committee on the following elected members’ overseas visits.

 Wellington Mayoral delegation to China. 

 Mayor Wade-Brown’s visit to Italy and Dubai. 

 Deputy Mayor Lester, Councillor Young and Councillor Eagle’s visit to Hong Kong 
and China. 

 Councillor Woolf’s visit to San Francisco.  

 Councillor Marsh’s visit to Japan and Korea. 

2. This paper seeks approval for a Councillor to attend Velo-city Global 2016 in Taipei,
Taiwan in February 2016.

Summary 

3. Mayor Wade-Brown led a Wellington delegation comprising the Chair of Council’s
Chair of Economic Growth and Arts Committee Councillor Jo Coughlan, business and
education leaders to Xiamen, Beijing, Xi’an and Shanghai from 5 to 12 September.
They participated in the inaugural New Zealand-China Mayoral Forum and China
International Fair for Investment and Trade in Xiamen. The New Zealand Section in
one of Xiamen Seashine Supermarkets and a Mojo café in Xi’an were opened during
the visit. The visit included investment discussions on potential projects and early
childhood education cooperation, and also strengthened our sister city relationship.

4. Mayor Wade-Brown attended the City Leaders Summit for 100 Resilient Cities in Italy
from 1 to 4 October and the GITEX Technology conference in Dubai from 18 to 22
October. Costs of the trips were covered by the respective organisations.

5. Deputy Mayor Justin Lester, Councillor Nicola Young and Councillor Paul Eagle were
invited by the Wellington Phoenix attend the 2015 Hong Kong Soccer 7s and also visit
Huawei R&D lab in Shenzhen, Beijing and Shanghai. The trip was from 30 May to 1
June. Huawei paid for the Councillors’ costs.

6. Councillor Woolf visited San Francisco for two days on Council business during his
personal trip to USA in September/October. The visit enhanced communication
between the two cities and created opportunities for further cooperation between
Wellington and San Francisco.

7. Councillor Marsh attended the Japan New Zealand Business Council Conference in
Japan from 18 to 20 October. He then visited Gwangmyeong and Seoul for three days
to support Weta Workshop and Massey University on the International Fantasy Design
Competition, and sign a Memorandum of Understanding.

8. A Councillor needs to be recommended to attend the Velo-city Global which is the
world’s most important cycling conference from 27 February to 1 March 2016.
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Recommendations 

That the Governance, Finance and Planning Committee: 

1. Receive the information. 

2. Note the contents of the report.  

3. Note the 100RC Pledge to commit 10% of Council’s budget towards resilience goals as 
outlined in our Resilience Strategy is included as an appendix.  

4. Agree for a Councillor to represent the Wellington City Council at the Velo-city Global 
2016 in Taipei. Note that flights, accommodation and conference registration for the 
visit will be met by the Council (International Relations budget COCM08). 

 

Background 
9. Mayor Wade-Brown’s attendance at the New Zealand China Mayoral Forum in Xiamen 

and the subsequent official visit to Beijing was approved at Governance, Finance and 
Planning (GFP) Committee on 11 June 2015. The GFP Committee agreed for the Chair 
of the Economic Growth and Arts Committee, Councillor Coughlan, to join the 
Wellington Mayoral delegation to China on 26 August 2015.  

 
10. This report provides details of the activities at the New Zealand China Mayoral Forum, 

including civic diplomacy, media, business and investment engagements.  
 
11. The GFP Committee agreed that Mayor Wade-Brown would attend the 100 Resilient 

Cities Conference in Italy and GITEX Conference in the United Arab Emirates on 26 
August 2015.  GITEX is the Middle East’s peak information technology industry 
conference and exhibition, and brought together over 150,000 decision makers from 
across the world to discuss the creation of smart environments and integrated 
ecosystems. 

 
12. Deputy Mayor Lester, Councillor Young and Councillor Eagle visited Hong Kong and 

Mainland China as guests of the Wellington Phoenix Football Club (FC), which was 
approved at the Ordinary Council Meeting on 8 April 2015. The visit dates were chosen 
to coincide with the date of the 2015 Hong Kong Soccer 7s.  

 
13. Councillor Woolf‘s visit to San Francisco to further develop the Wellington San 

Francisco sister city relationship, undertaken as part of private travel to the USA, was 
approved at the GFP Committee on 26 August 2015.  

 
14. Councillor Marsh’s visits to Japan and Korea to attend the Japan New Zealand 

Business Council Conference in Tomakomai and the signing of a Memorandum of 
Understanding with Gwangmyeong were approved at the GFP Committee on 23 
September 2015.   
 

15. Wellington has a Partnership City relationship with Taipei and Taipei is hosting 2016’s 
Velo-city Global Conference from February 27 to March 1, 2016. The Council received 
an invitation to attend the Velo-city Global 2016. 
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 Discussion 

Wellington Mayoral delegation to China  

16. From 5 to 12 September 2015 Mayor Wade-Brown led a large business and civic 
delegation to the cities of Xiamen, Beijing, Xi’an and Shanghai. The 27-strong 
delegation also included the Chair of Economic Growth and Arts Committee Councillor 
Jo Coughlan and more than 15 business people, two Maori cultural representatives, 
Local Government New Zealand representatives and a journalist from Fairfax Media 
NZ.  

17. In view of significant trade and cultural opportunities with China, maintaining and 
progressing Wellington City’s connections with China are critically important to the 
Capital’s economic future. This year, the inaugural New Zealand-China Mayoral Forum 
(NZCMF) was held in Xiamen, a sister-city of Wellington. Local Government New 
Zealand (LGNZ) and Wellington City Council jointly organised the forum from the New 
Zealand side. Twelve mayors from New Zealand and thirteen mayors from China 
attended the first NZCMF.      

18. Mayor Wade-Brown gave a speech on behalf of all New Zealand Mayors at the 
opening of the Forum. The forum discussions were divided into tourism, education and 
primary industries. Mayors and cities have a vital role to play in the future strategy to 
grow our trade with China, and that the newly established NZCMF mechanism will 
contribute in the future. 

 

19. The second NZCMF will be held in Wellington in 2017, at which Wellington could 
expect to host up to 20 Chinese Mayors to the Capital and similar-sized 
representations from New Zealand local government jurisdictions. As well as 
generating immediate economic impacts on accommodation, hospitality and tourism, 
the event is likely to provide a significant showcase for Wellington as host city through 
Chinese media and other communication channels. 

20. It is important to note the importance of political leadership on trade and investment 
delegations to China, and how the presence of elected representatives can open doors 
for the private sector to achieve real and lasting success doing business in China. 

21. WCC representatives were joined on the delegation by organisations that play an 
important role in Wellington’s economy, both present and future. On this visit there 
were major announcements that were built on the work achieved by previous 
delegations, and significant progress toward partnerships and initiatives will be 
announced in future. 

22. Some examples of the progress made by this delegation include: 
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  Taking a lead role in the organisation of the inaugural New Zealand-China Mayoral 

Forum, building on Wellington’s valuable sister-city relationship with the host city 
Xiamen.  

 Being confirmed as the host city for the next NZ-China Mayoral Forum in 2017. 

 Announcing that New Zealand products will be sold and promoted in the Seashine 
chain supermarkets across Xiamen and Fujian Province. The Seashine Group is 
one of Xiamen’s top 10 large-scale comprehensive state-owned enterprises, turning 
over US$2 billion in 2014 and owns 100 stores in Fujian Province, 85 of which are in 
Xiamen. The model developed by WCC to use our relationship with Xiamen to 
launch a New Zealand Section in one of the 100 Seashine Group supermarkets was 
a practical way to demonstrate the valuable role mayors can play in promoting New 
Zealand’s products overseas.  

 Signing a Memorandum of Understanding between the Wellington City Council and 
Fu Wah Group and Beijing Construction Engineering to investigate supporting major 
proposed Wellington initiatives such the Wellington Airport runway extension, 
convention centre and Shelly Bay housing development. 

 Opening the first Chinese location for Wellington’s iconic Mojo café franchise chain, 
in Xian. The establishment of Mojo’s first café in China is the first step in a 
comprehensive privately-funded New Zealand Centre with a special focus on 
Wellington for food and beverage exports, tourism and other exports in a logistics 
hub. 

23. Continued delegations between Wellington and cities in China with shared economic 
interests will further enhance the prosperity of the Capital and our economic partners. 
As was reported in the Dominion Post, Xiamen Mayor Pei Jinjia said that although 
there had been a world-wide economic slowdown, economic links between the two 
sister cities had grown by 22 per cent in the past year.  

24. Wellington City Council’s commitment to strengthening the relationship with our 
Chinese partners has contributed to improving trade. The 2015 delegation to China 
represents good value for ratepayers, as it has in previous years. 

25. Mayor Wade-Brown met Mayor of Beijing Wang Anshan and Mayor of Xi’an Dong Jun 
during the visit. Beijing has confirmed their support for the Wellington Chinese Garden 
project.  

26. Councillor Coughlan said the visit has provided a wide range of opportunities to 
promote investment opportunities in Wellington and create long term business 
relationships. She said, “We will be discussing opportunities including significant 
infrastructure projects for Wellington which include a covered concert arena, a 
convention centre, and the proposed extension to the Wellington International Airport 
runway.” 

27. A journalist from Fairfax, Collette Devlin, travelled to China with the mayoral delegation 
to report on the NZ China Mayoral Forum and subsequent Wellington delegation 
activities in cooperation with Local Government New Zealand and the Asia New 
Zealand Foundation, which sponsored Ms Devlin’s travel through a grant. This 
provided a valuable opportunity to communicate the progress and achievements  of the 
Wellington delegation through a key media channel. 

28. Media coverage specific to the Wellington delegation to China and the NZ China 
Mayoral Forum was considerably larger than previous delegations, which included: 
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  8 September: NZ, China mayors to confer in capital – Dominion Post 

 8 September: Capital to host forum with Chinese mayors – Southland Times 

 8 September: NZ, China Mayors to meet in Capital – The Christchurch Press 

 1 September: Civic reps in bid for Chinese Investors – The Dominion Post 

 12 September: Capital signs up Chinese firms – Dominion Post 

 12 September: Capital signs up Chinese firms – The Christchurch Press 

 10 September: Chinese supermarket opens NZ section – Dominion Post 

 17 September: China gets some Mojo – Wellingtonian 

29. There were also radio interviews and local newspaper coverage built on the five media 
releases issues by Council staff to promote the delegation’s activities. 

 
Mayor’s attendance at 100 Resilient Cities Summit and GITEX Conference 

100 Resilient Cities, Milan Italy 
 
30. Wellington has been a member of the international network 100 Resilient Cities 

(100RC) since December 2014. President of 100RC, Michael Berkowitz, said 
Wellington was selected because of its leaders’ commitment to resilience building and 
the innovative and proactive ways we’ve been thinking about the challenges the city 
faces. Wellington was selected from several hundred applications.  

 
31. As part of the 100 Resilient Cities programme Mayor Wade-Brown was invited to 

attend a City Leaders Summit supported by the Rockefeller Foundation. 100RC 
covered airfares to and from Milan, ground transportation to and from the venue and 
lodging and meals. 

 
32. Mayors from North and South America, Asia, Europe, Africa, the Middle East and 

Australasia attended, and Rockefeller staff and a number of their partner organisations 
shared ideas and expertise. 

 
33. The 100RC City Leaders Summit took place at the Rockefeller Foundation’s Centre 

near Milan in northern Italy. It ran from Thursday 1 October 2015 to Sunday 4 October 
2015. Leaders of the world's urban resilience movement and some of the leaders of the 
cities in the 100 Resilient Cities Network collaborated to advance the practice of 
resilience. It was an opportunity to build and reaffirm international relationships with city 
leaders around the globe and to share Wellington’s research, good practice and 
opportunities. Our Sister Cities Sydney and San Francisco—with whom we’ve been 
developing a close relationship—are also members.  

 
34. 100RC was pioneered by The Rockefeller Foundation to help cities understand and 

better respond to social, economic and physical challenges. This Summit was a step 
toward building practices of resilience that can be adopted globally. Foundation 
partners include Global Facility for Disaster Reduction and Recovery, Veolia, UN-
Habitat and many others.  

 
35. Resilience offers a new lens on cities and can break down silos. A particular emphasis 

at the Summit was on procurement, aiming to achieve multiple objectives with each 
project - a long term view of procurement. Resilience is a useful response to the global 
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 trends of urbanisation (86% by the middle of the 21st century), globalisation and 

climate change.  
 

36. According to the latest OECD study: strengthening resilience is defined as the ability to 
resist and recover from adverse shocks, as well as helping to “bounce back” stronger 
than before, and to learn from the experience. Cities’ population and capital assets, 
their complexity created by networks of infrastructure systems, and their geographical 
tendency to be located in coastal areas ensures vulnerability to climate change and 
natural disasters. While each city has different geographies, problems and 
opportunities, there is a great deal in common. There was much talk about smart cities 
being resilient cities. 

 
37. Summit attendees discussed the Syrian refugee issue and the Mayors of Amman and 

Athens were heartened that the Mayor of Pittsburgh and Mayor Wade-Brown had 
contacted fellow Mayors in their respective countries and most were willing to welcome 
refugees into their cities and towns. 

 
38. Some Mayors are appointed, some are directly elected, and some elected from within 

the elected members. Nevertheless, concerns about engagement, managing change, 
housing affordability, as well as more obvious natural disaster issues, were shared. 
Mayors, Rockefeller staff and invited speakers participated in discussions.  

 
39. Diverse examples were shared. In Rotterdam they took a more environmentally 

sustainable response to rising waters than damming (they are subsiding at the same 
time as sea level is rising) because it protected a nearby upstream township from 
unnecessary flooding. In New Orleans there was a strong response that top-down aid 
needed to be flipped so the citizens were more able to lead. Copenhagen had used 
sensors as part of a programme to reduce storm water overflow by 90%.  

 
40. All the cities that had suffered acute shocks (hurricanes, earthquakes, flooding, 

storms,) said that working with city planners and citizens to design resilience was 
essential and much better done in advance. 

 
41. Procurement was seen as critical. The Build Operate Own Transfer model of Veolia 

and our wastewater plant is seen as “a less evolved relationship”. The providers need 
to be committed to the same outcomes as the city. It's hard to fund projects to deal with 
tomorrow's problems rather than today's crisis, and one speaker challenged us to 
change city funding to pool across departments to encourage joint accountabilities to 
each other's needs. 

 
42. Mayor Wade-Brown adapted the proffered 100RC pledge (Appendix One) so that she 

could commit to introducing a budget that would include existing resilience projects 
such as our reservoir-strengthening, water tanks, diversifying the economy and 
Neighbours Day and access some relevant external funding. This is assessed as 
coming to well above 10% residence programme funding. Wellington is on the right 
track in our planning and breadth of resilience consideration.  

 
43. Mayor Wade-Brown said, “A lesson I took away was the reminder that Mayors can and 

must influence more than they directly control. The international network will certainly 
provide expertise but our first step is analysis of the resilience issues pertinent to 
Wellington, which began at the Te Papa workshop at the end of September.” 
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 GITEX Technology conference, Dubai UAE 

 

44. An invitation was extended to Mayor Wade-Brown to participate in a panel and also be 
a keynote speaker, at zero cost to WCC. This is an excellent example of achieving 
WCC’s Digital Strategy goal of have Wellington “globally recognised as a creative 
digital city”. 

45. GITEX 2015 attendees discussed the challenges, opportunities and roadmaps in 
leveraging new technologies to create smart cities, as affected by the prediction that 
2.5 billion new people will be online by 2020. 

46. Mayor Wade-Brown presented at an interactive session on 18 October entitled 
“Orchestrating the smart city story – what Future Cities could and should look like”. 
This panel about smart cities of the future included aspects of citizen involvement in 
decision-making, technological advances, job challenges and autonomous vehicles. 

 

47. Mayor Wade-Brown also delivered a keynote address on “Building the economic value 
of your city through Internet of Things (IoT)” on 20 October. Mayor Wade-Brown spoke 
about how Wellington utilises the Internet of Things as part of being a Smart Capital. 
Geography was a factor, for example New Zealand is an island nation three hours 
away from anywhere, so it’s necessary to think globally.  

48. Mayor Wade-Brown explained the Living Lab in Cuba Mall and the multimodal sensors 
measuring transport choices and how we had worked collaboratively with local 
residents, retailers, the police, our street outreach partners and the Privacy 
Commission to ensure a robust and trustworthy model that fits with our values of both 
safety and privacy. The Mayor also mentioned the importance of safety to our economy 
as well as Wellington’s people, encompassing retail, hospitality, education, city 
reputation.  

49. Mayor Wade-Brown also spoke about how some NZ companies were using the IoT for 
traceability e.g. icebreaker’s “Baacode” and YellowBrickRoad’s sustainable catch 
information.  

50. A statement made in the keynote presentation that attracted a positive response was 
that technology in general and the IoT in particular is a means to an end not an end in 
itself. For example if IoT makes things too easy to access (for example, unhealthy 
foods), then we’re not serving the community’s overall wellbeing by eliminating 
beneficial effort, such as travel.  

51. Other speakers discussed how IoT can assist with traffic management, reduce 
inventory wastage and find lost objects. It is an integral part of big data and the peer to 
peer economy. In particular the Estonian Prime Minister, Taavi Rõivas, was articulate 
about the e-economy, digital businesses and e-voting. 
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52. While in the United Arab Emirates, the Mayor met the NZ Ambassador to UAE, HE 
Jeremy Clarke-Watson, who came to Dubai from Abu Dhabi, along with MFAT staff.   
The Mayor updated Ambassador Clarke-Watson about a number of Wellington matters 
including the proposed runway extension, convention centre, the Tech Hub and film 
museum.  

53. On the Mayor’s way home, the Mayor met the Acting High Commissioner, Mary 
Thurston in Singapore, and also updated her on these Wellington issues. There is a 
Heads of Mission visit to New Zealand in 2016 and Mayor Wade-Brown is working with 
other Mayors and LGNZ to ensure there's adequate opportunity for all missions to gain 
insight into opportunities in the capital and regions. 

Huawei and Wellington Phoenix delegation to Hong Kong and mainland China  

54. For the first time, Wellington Phoenix was invited to take part in the 2015 Hong Kong 
Soccer 7s. Huawei provided the sponsorship for this tour and invited a group from 
Wellington City Council to join the tour’s associated delegation, along with other 
Wellington political and business leaders.  

55. The Hong Kong Soccer 7s is similar in concept to the Rugby 7s for which Hong Kong 
and Wellington are well-known. In 2014, high profile English Premier League club, 
Manchester City, won the tournament and this year’s tournament was won by Atletico 
Madrid (also sponsored by Huawei). The Phoenix made the semi-finals defeating Aston 
Villa and some of Asia’s strongest clubs. They were knocked out by Atletico Madrid in 
the semi-final in extra time, but their performances were widely applauded. The invited 
Councillors have strong links to the Wellington Phoenix and Huawei. Huawei saw this 
as an opportunity to strengthen its relationship with Wellington City Council and to 
showcase some of its cutting edge Smart City and Smart Stadium technology in its 
R&D labs in China. Site visits and meetings included: 

 A tour of the Huawei Campus in Shenzen and meetings with Senior Management; 

 A visit to the Smart City Demonstration and the brand new Huawei research and 
development centre in Beijing; 

 A meeting with the New Zealand Ambassador, John McKinnon and Huawei NZ 
Chief Executive, Jason Wu, and 

 Visits to the Huawei Shanghai – Suzhou Smart City exhibition hall and the Research 
and Development Laboratory. 

56. Councillors’ costs were covered by Huawei. 
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 Councillor Woolf’s travel to San Francisco 

57. To develop closer relations between Wellington and San Francisco, when possible 
elected members visiting the United States privately or on Council business should 
connect with key San Francisco stakeholders on economic development and cultural 
exchange. In August Councillor Woolf incorporated a trip to San Francisco into a 
personal trip to the Unites States.    

58. On Sunday 30 August Councillor Woolf met international renowned Former Chairman 
of Fisherman’s Wharf Alessandro Baccari, who is known as the Historian of San 
Francisco’s Fisherman’s Wharf. He took Councillor Woolf on a tour of the area, which 
has comparisons with Wellington’s waterfront in respect of its open spaces. 
Wellington’s waterfront could be progressed, taking into account some of Fisherman’s 
Wharfs learned experiences.   

59. Alessandro Baccari is also an accomplished artist, and one of the United States most 
recognised photo-educators. Mr Baccari is a very influential personality in San 
Francisco, and he and Councillor Woolf discussed the potential for a cultural exchange 
to coincide with the USA’s 100 Year Anniversary of the National Parks Service.  

60. Councillor Woolf discussed the possibility of with The USA Embassy prior to leaving for 
The USA. The USA Embassy were also supportive of supporting a San Francisco/ 
Wellington Arts and Cultural Exchange potentially in March 2016 

61. Councillor Woolf met Bambi Cantrell, a world renowned Photo Artist Educator. They 
similarly discussed links between Wellington and San Francisco, and the discussion 
was positive. There is the potential for both artists to work in tandem with The San 
Francisco Arts Commission, and The USA Embassy in facilitating an exhibition in 
Wellington next year, which could coincide with imagery from the USA Parks Service 
Anniversary. There is also some potential for a cross over with the Wellington 
Photobook Festival, held in March. Both Alessandro Baccari and Bambi Cantrell have 
been to Wellington previously, and have a keenness to assist the San Francisco 
Wellington relationship. 

62. On August 30 Councillor Woolf also met with David Ferguson. David is an expat 
Wellingtonian, who is heading The Google Self Drive Car Project. His offer to assist 
Wellington in any way he could in the future, with either institutional or sister city 
relationships could be very valuable. David outlined his role with Google, and also his 
passion for Wellington. 

63. On Monday 31 August Councillor Woolf visited the California Academy of Arts, 
facilitated by Te Papa. Councillor Woolf reported the Natural History Museum is 
possibly the best practice facility of its type anywhere, eclipsing the New York Natural 
History Museum, which he later visited. While at the Natural history museum, 
Councillor Woolf met Aaron Smith, the Academy’s Head Curator, and two other senior 
curators. Aaron hails from The Smithsonian, and ran Councillor Woolf through the key 
elements of the facility. Te Papa Whales exhibition Tehora was being exhibited. It was 
well presented, and there was obvious respect for the Te Papa relationship.  An 
exchange with this way with California Academy of Arts impressive Planetarium exhibit 
could cement an ongoing partnership. The Councillor has also discussed the 
possibilities briefly with Te Papa CEO Rick Ellis.   

64. The Harvey Milk Centre is a performing and visual arts centre in San Francisco, with a 
strong emphasis on photography. Councillor Woolf met with the CEO of The Harvey 
Milk Centre who gave a comprehensive rundown of the centre and how it functions. It 
is very similar to Toi Poneke, although on a larger scale. There is a relationship with 
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 the Harvey Milk Centre and Wellington via Karori Photographer/Artist Birgit Krippner, 

who exhibited there recently. 

65. The meeting with Rebecca Krell, The Deputy CEO and CFO of The San Francisco Arts 
Commission demonstrated that there is support for an arts exchange. Rebecca showed 
Councillor Woolf their new facility, and outlined what the Commission achieves. There 
is opportunity for a city to city institutional relationship.  

66. Similarly, Councillor Woolf met Adele Failes-Carpenter, Director of the San Francisco 
Youth Commission, and established a keenness to establish a relationship with 
Wellington Youth Council and their Youth Commission.  The structure of The San 
Francisco Youth Commission is very different to what we do here, and the commission 
representatives are political appointees.  They talked of working to achieve both 
information sharing, and potentially an exchange of youth leaders. 

67. Councillor Woolf also met with Art Agnos, the former Mayor of San Francisco. Art was 
the Mayor of San Francisco during the 1989 Earthquake, and was responsible for 
tearing down the tiered freeway, replacing it with The Embarcadero, which is now 
considered a great asset to San Francisco in both resilience and which opened up the 
San Francisco waterfront. WREMO is performing a great international role in tandem 
with San Francisco with best practice community response delivery in a resilience 
recovery space. Councillor Woolf has met with Dan Neely and Kerry McSaveney to 
outline aspects of his meeting with Art. 

68. Art Agnos and Councillor Woolf discussed Wellington’s fault lines and low lying nature.  
The former Mayor had opinions on the transport vulnerabilities of State Highway one 
and two, suggesting widening and raising the level of State Highway 2 between Petone 
and Ngaraunga which would act as a buffer and create better exit and entry points. He 
mentioned that serious earthquake along the SH2 fault line, was likely to isolate the city 
for a more than reasonable time. The potential sea rise as a result of climate change 
issues and global warming were also a concern. Councillor Woolf brought up the Great 
Harbour Way concept, and Art commented that more width between the hillside and 
the sea would provide more resilience, and better options for recovery should there be 
a serious event.  

69. Art Agnos offers experience with recovery, preparedness, and resilience and 
transportation space useful to Wellington. Councillor Woolf supports the idea of 
bringing him to Wellington as an advisor, and considers Agnos’ experience, intellect, 
drive and presence to be worth tapping into over a number of levels.  

70. Councillor Woolf also met Sam Johnston, of Christchurch Student Army, in San 
Francisco. Sam was staying with Art Agnos, with both sharing skills and information. 
Having both in Wellington at the same time, and taking on a Community Road Show on 
Resilience and Preparedness, is an initiative that Councillor Woolf considers would 
enhance and reinforce our strongest Wellington San Francisco relationship. 

71. The Victoria University Alumni events in both San Francisco and New York were well 
attended events. It was very evident to Councillor Woolf that the alumni in attendance 
were strong advocates for Wellington, with a number wishing to return in the future, 
and others wishing to invest in Wellington down the track. All saw Wellington as 
offering some future potential in their lives. Councillor Woolf ‘s attendance at the San 
Francisco and New York functions re-established links with many expat Wellingtonians, 
and was an opportunity to establish that Wellington was proud of its expats achieving 
internationally.   
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 72. Councillor Woolf notes that the time zone friendliness was one aspect that was raised 

by a number of expats who have start up IT ventures in San Francisco, and New York, 
who are looking to potentially run 24 hour operations. Wellington could be a good base 
for IT job opportunities, in partnership with our expat entrepreneurs in The USA.  

73. At the Alumni events there was discussion as to how attendees they could assist 
Wellington in the future, and what pathways there were for job prospects back in 
Wellington for them in the future. Wellington’s quality of life options were highly 
discussed at the two gatherings.  

74. The connections and networks which Councillor Woolf made in San Francisco and 
New York will be passed onto Grow Wellington, and also more directly, to aligned 
organisations and businesses. 

75. In Los Angeles Councillor Woolf also spent half a day with the Arcadia City Council. He 
had a tour of the cities facilities and amenities, spent time in their town planning 
department, and in a facility which provided services and recreational, arts and sporting 
resources for the elderly. There was an interest shown by the Director of The Los 
Angeles Arboretum, to form a relationship, and share information with our Park and 
Reserves team, and particularly regarding our Botanical Gardens and Otari National 
Plant Museum. 

Councillor Marsh at Japan New Zealand Business Council Conference and Weta 
Fantasy Week in Korea 

76. In attending the Japan New Zealand Business Council (JNZBC) conference 2015 as a 
representative of the 2016 host city, Wellington, Councillor Marsh had two key aims: to 
issue an invitation on behalf of Wellington’s Mayor for conference attendees to come to 
Wellington in 2016, and to identify areas of potential interest in Wellington to promote 
to Japanese businesses and government as part of the conference. 

77. The conference was held in the industrial city of Tomakomai and was attended by 157 
representatives from Japan and New Zealand. Post conference, a meeting was 
arranged in the nearby city of Sapporo with the Deputy Mayor of Sapporo Mr Itagaki, 
The Chair of Sapporo City Council Mr Suzuki and Deputy Chair of the Economic 
Committee Mr Nakagawa. The purpose of this was to promote Wellington as the host 
of the JNZBC conference in 2016. 

78. Industry visits were arranged to Toyota’s Hokkaido plant. This particular factory 
produces some of Toyotas transmission units with annual sales of around NZ$2.3b. A 
visit was also made to the Oji Paper Company, another multi-billion dollar industry with 
a single news print production line producing 100km of newsprint per hour. These 
industries are an example of the scale of Japanese production and scale is at times an 
issue when New Zealand suppliers and manufacturers look to export to such markets. 

79. Throughout the conference and its nine sessions it was evident that there was 
significant opportunity for Wellington to raise its profile. References to New Zealand 
were primarily made in relation to Auckland, Christchurch and other regions. Reference 
to regions such as Hawkes Bay and Nelson is attributable to the larger investment in 
these areas by Oji Holdings and Sumitomo Forestry. However this offers opportunities 
to raise the profile of Wellington in 2016 by inviting these regions to participate.  

80. Themes that emerged from the conference relatable to both countries was the 
importance of science and technologies in our economies, an ageing population, 
climate change, sustainable energy options in transport and buildings, benefits from the 
TPP and education. 
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 81. Productive dialogue between Councillor Marsh and Ian Kennedy (NZ Chair of JNZBC) 

and Sarah McLauchlan (NZ Executive Director JNZBC) was held in relation to forming 
a stronger relationship between JNZBC and WCC so as to maximise the potential of 
the 2016 conference. A follow up meeting was to be arranged on returning to 
Wellington. 

82. A discussion was held with senior executives of Toshiba in which they expressed a 
desire to engage with Wellington City Council around smart energy saving initiatives 
such as lighting. 

83. The connection between Nelson Pine and its Japanese owner Sumitomo Forestry and 
a presentation on their zero energy timber homes raised the possibility of constructing 
a demonstration home in a central Wellington location during the 2016 conference. 

84. Interest in Wellington’s world class film and film related digital industry was expressed 
and has been identified as a potential drawcard for conference attendees in twelve 
months’ time. 

85. Discussion on education raised a key requirement repeated during Councillor Marsh’s 
visit to Korea that of a safe and secure environment and accommodation for parents to 
send their children to study. Education New Zealand highlighted the “Game on English” 
edu-sport programme, a programme that Wellingtons English language providers may 
partner with sport institutions to increase educational opportunities. Note that Japan 
has a policy aiming to double the number of Japanese students studying overseas from 
60,000 to 120,000 by 2020. 

86. Wellington’s invitation for delegates to attend in 2016 touched on the regions strengths 
as New Zealand’s capital city and the home of central government, our world class film 
industry, our smart tech and digital sector as well as top tier education sector and 
innovative science community.  

87. An opportunity to meet with senior members of Sapporo’s local government was 
initiated by Aiko Collins from WCC International Relations. Discussions covered the 
TPP, tourism, Wellington’s film and creative industry and Armageddon Festival with a 
possible connection to Sapporo’s Anime creative industry.  

88. A longer discussion focussed on the Rugby World Cup match that Sapporo will be 
hosting in 2019. Real interest was shown in attending next year’s JNZBC conference 
with the specific aim of gaining knowledge on leveraging a RWC match for the city. 
Wellington has definite IP in this area which could be attractive to other Japanese cities 
hosting RWC games.    

89. A key reason for Councillor Marsh’s visit to Korea was to meet with the Mayor of 
Gwangmyeong, Mr Yang Kidae to sign an MOU between the two cities. The scope of 
the MOU covered the cooperation of the two cities to ensure the success of the 2016 
International fantasy design competition and to exchange information on areas 
including culture, art and tourism. 

90. Sir Richard Taylor, CEO of Weta Workshop, Wellington’s design competition winner 
Daniel Voss & leading Weta Designer Ben Wootton together with staff from Massey 
and the New Zealand Embassy in Korea attended the signing in Gwangmyeong Cave. 
The team from Weta were in Gwangmyeong to announce the Korean winners of the 
design competition as part of the cities fantasy week and also to open the latest 
Gwangmyeong Cave attraction a 36m dragon.  

91. Gwangmyeong is a satellite city of Seoul with a population of 350,000. It blends into the 
Seoul Capital Area and shares much of its infrastructure and transport with Seoul City. 
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 Councillor Marsh was warmly welcomed by Mayor Kidae and his city government CEO 

and staff. The Mayor has previously visited Wellington (in 2015). 

92. Gwangmyeong Cave was originally a coal mine during the Japanese colonial period; 
the cave reopened its doors in 2011 having undergone a remarkable transformation. 
This impressive themed space includes light and sound installations, a wine cellar, a 
golden palace and waterfall, and an impressive stadium set inside an immense natural 
chamber. 

93. Time was limited for formal discussion around how to develop and promote the 
International Design competition for 2016 owing to the complete events programme; 
however it was agreed that areas to share information may include the World of 
Wearable Art Award Show, Wellington’s creative design study options and Wellington’s 
wine industry. When the topic of education was raised one key requirement was made 
clear, which was that parents paying for their children to study overseas demand a 
safe, clean and comfortable environment for them as a prerequisite. 

94. A meeting with H.E. Clare Fearnley the New Zealand Ambassador outlined the 
activities arranged by the embassy as part of the month long “New Zealand Festival in 
Korea”. This festival is planned to be held each 2 or 3 years. Opportunities for 
Wellington businesses to take part were discussed noting that Whitakers chocolate 
was on sale in a Seoul café. 

95. BikeSeoul, an e-bike rental initiative with pick up and drop off stations at key points 
around the city was discussed, the bikes are proving popular with tourists and locals, 
particularly as the number of cycle lanes is increasing. It was noted that BRT lanes 
were closest to the centre of the road, not at the edge. 

96. A seminar co-hosted by NZTE and ANZ to promote New Zealand as an investment 
destination was held as part of the festival the day before Councillor Marsh arrived. He 
had met with NZTE and ANZ representatives while in Japan and encouraged them to 
promote Wellington and its key strengths in tech, film and science to investors.    

97. The New Zealand Embassy facilitated a meeting between Seoul City Government’s 
Director General of International Cooperation and Councillor Marsh. The Director 
General questioned why Wellington had not signed a MoU between the two capital 
cities and suggested that as part of the next “New Zealand Festival in Korea” the city 
held a New Zealand day with the possibility of city government funding. NZ Embassy 
will pursue this offer. It was agreed that the festival would be a good opportunity for 
Wellington businesses gain exposure to the Korean market.  

Councillor to Taipei Velo-city Global Conference 2016 

98. Velo-city Conference is a global platform for cycling enthusiasts with an aim to enhance 
urban planning and infrastructure for daily bicycle users. Themed “Evolution of 
Cycling”, the Velo-city Global 2016 in Taipei will explore how bicycles affect the people, 
the city and the environment.  

The estimated cost of a Councillor’s travel is NZ$6556. This includes flights, 
accommodation, conference, meals, transport and carbon offset. 
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Attachments 
Attachment 1. WCC Resilience Pledge 2015   Page 36 
  
 

Authors Mayor Celia Wade-Brown 
Deputy Mayor Justin Lester 
Councillor Jo Coughlan 
Councillor Paul Eagle 
Councillor Nicola Young 
Councillor Simon Marsh 
Councillor Simon Woolf 

Authoriser Tom Yuan, International Relations Manager  
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 SUPPORTING INFORMATION 

Consultation and Engagement 

There are no significant consultation and engagement considerations associated with 

accepting the recommendations in the report.  
 

Treaty of Waitangi considerations 

There are no significant Treaty of Waitangi consideration s associated with accepting the 

recommendations in the report.  

 

Financial implications 

There are no significant financial implication s associated with accepting the 

recommendations in the report. 

 

Policy and legislative implications 

There are no significant policy and legislative implications associated with accepting the 

recommendations in the report. 

 

Risks / legal  

There are no significant risks / legal considerations associated with accepting the 

recommendations in the report. 

 

Climate Change impact and considerations 

There is no significant climate change impact considerations associated with accepting the 

recommendations in the report. 

 

Communications Plan 

A communications plan is not required. 
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 2015/16 FIRST QUARTER REPORT 

 
 

Purpose 

1. This report outlines progress towards the delivery of the projects and programmes 
outlined in Year One (2015/16) of the 2015/25 Long-term Plan as at 30 September 
2015.  

Summary 

2. The quarterly report informs councillors of progress against Year One (2015/16) of   the 
Long-term Plan 2015/25. 

3. Year-to-date total income is above budget ($0.56m), while year-to-date total 
expenditure is under budget ($4.193m). 

 

Recommendations 

That the Governance, Finance and Planning Committee: 

1. Receive the information. 

2. Note the 2015/16 First Quarter Report. 

Discussion 

4. The quarterly report dashboard (Attachment 1) with accompanying performance 
summary by activity area (Attachment 2) outlines the Council’s progress against 
planned or budgeted performance for: 

 Income 

 Operational expenditure 

 Capital expenditure 

 Service Delivery (KPI performance) 

 Compliance with Treasury Policy 

 Key programmes and projects 

5. Significant variances – greater than 10% - are explained in Attachment 2. 

6. Details relating to significant projects are highlighted on pages 2- 5 of 
Attachment 1. 

 

Next Actions 

7. Officers propose to continue working with Council on the development of Council 
reporting of organisational performance and outcomes. 

8. A workshop with Councillors will be scheduled to develop and discuss operational 
issues and changes to our systems due to the implementation of Odyssey. 
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Attachments 
Attachment 1. First Quarter Dashboard July - September 2015   Page 41 
Attachment 2. First Quarter Performance Summary by Activity Area   Page 47 
  
 

Author Marissa Cairncross, Snr Adv Planning & Reporting  
Authoriser John McGrath, Acting Director Strategy and External Relations  
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 SUPPORTING INFORMATION 

Consultation and Engagement 

Not applicable. 
 

Treaty of Waitangi considerations 

Not applicable. 

 

Financial implications 

This report outlines progress against the planned projects, spending and service levels 

indicated in Year One (2015-16) of the Long-term Plan 2015-2025. 

 

Policy and legislative implications 

Not applicable. 

 

Risks / legal  

Not applicable. This report outlines progress towards the Long-term Plan 2015-2025 and 

Annual Report, which are legislative requirements 

 

Climate Change impact and considerations 

Not applicable. 

 

Communications Plan 

Not applicable. 
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